Designed by Vanguard

SHUTTERGUARD Aluminium Shutters

“Six generations of
industry experience”
Features & Benefits
100mm Airfoil louvre blades with aluminium end
caps - capable of running horizontally or vertically
within frame.
Track system engineered with stainless steel &
acytl carriers for smooth operation.
Friction slide mechanism - allows the shutter
panels to have resistance during windy conditions.
Top & bottom tracks butt neatly together to
eliminate unsightly gaps between panels.
Fully welded & extruded aluminium frames superior strength, durability & clean edges (unable
to be achieved with folded or roll formed steel &
Colourbond products)
Adjust the louvres to provide privacy, allow full or
partial sunlight, release heat, capture cool breezes,
or close for full protection.
Bi-fold shutters are hinged double panels - each
set has a flushbolt which can be engaged to lock
the panels & slide or disengaged, allowing them to
fold & be stacked at either end of the track.
Shutterguard frame is available with selected
Louvretec blades if desired (70mm Mini, 90mm
Mini or 95mm Bella Vista) - these come with plastic
end caps, not powder coated aluminium end caps.
Wide range of powder coat & anodised finishes
available – durable with superior colour retention.
5 year warranty*

*Conditions apply see Vanguard warranty for full details.

SPECIFICATIONS

shutterguard - Uncompromised flexibility & style.
Shutterguard is a superior quality shutter system designed and manufactured by Vanguard in Australia.
The system is best suited to exterior applications, including decks, patios, balconies and outdoor living
areas. A unique feature is the frame construction which is manufactured from extruded aluminium and
fully welded for superior strength and durability.
The Shutterguard system is available in fixed, sliding or bi-fold configurations. For added height and
strength a mid rail can be added which allows the blades above and below to operate independently
giving greater flexibility and control over sunlight, privacy and ventilation.

fixed
Min Width
Max Width
Max Height

Without Mid Rail

With Mid Rail

300mm
1500mm
2000mm

300mm
1500mm
3000mm

Sliding
Min Width
Max Width
Max Height

Without Mid Rail

With Mid Rail

300mm
1500mm
2000mm

300mm
1500mm
3000mm

bi-fold
Min Width
Max Width
Max Height

Without Mid Rail

With Mid Rail

300mm
1000mm
1500mm

300mm
1000mm
3000mm

customisation
Available only as hand operated.
Select from fixed, sliding or bi-fold configurations.

Lifestyle solutions
Vanguard has an extensive range of complimenting
products which can work together to achieve a
complete solution for your home or business.
Hand operated with aluminium
powder coat end caps to match.

Flushbolt allows bi-folding panels to
be engaged & disengaged.

Shutterguard tracks butt neatly
together to eliminate gaps.
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You may also be interested in:
Fixed Louvres & Frameless Louvres

